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POINTS TO REMEMBER

Communication Facilities Protection of

Guidelines for Inve stigation and Prosecution

of Violations of Sec 1362 of Title 18
in Connection With Broadcast Stations

Participating in Emergency Action Notification

System EANS

Section 1362 of Title 18 was amended on September 26
1961 by extending the protection against willful or malicious destruction

to all communication facilities used or intended to be used for military

or civil defense functions of the United States and by increasing the

statutes criminal penalties An analysis of this amendment was furnished

to all United States Attorneys in three page document captioned Amend
ment to 18 U.S.C 1362 dealing with protection of communications

facilities 87-306 This document should be reviewed by all per
sonnel involved in evaluating offenses under this statute Your attention

is also directed to an analysis of section 1362 which is provided in the

Handbook on The Protection of Government Property June 1969

pages 3-4

number of recent incidents involving the malicious damage or

destruction of broadcast facilities prompted review of the Departments

policy on the application of 18 1362 to those radio or television

broadcast facilities participating in the Emergency Action Notification

System EANS

EANS was established by the Federal Communications Commission

FCC acting under Presidential directives in order that the general

public may receive broadcast warnings of an enemy attack or some other

grave national crisis While every licensed broadcast station is required

by the rules and regulations of the FCC to participate in the system in the

form of weekly tests for many such stations the responsibility is merely
to broadcast or relay the notification and then go off the air However
within EANS an Emergency Broadcast System EBS was also established

This latter system provides for controlled operation of selected broadcast

stations on voluntary organized basis to provide the President and the

Federal Government as well as state and local government with an ex
peditious means of communicating with the general public during an

Emergency Action Condition see 47 C.F.R Sec 73.902 Further the

Emergency Broadcast System functions in way similar to the former

CONELRAD system which was in existence at the time of the 1961 amend
ment
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Cong-ress in enacting the aforementioned 1961 amendment made

clear that it was not intended to protect all of the commercial utilities

that are used by agencies of the Federal Government nor was it intended

that the properties would be protected in toto Rather it was intended to

protect only those portions of the facilities as are vital and necessary for

the military and civil defense functions Sen Rep No 458 87th Cong
1st Sess 1961 While technically the notification role played by

all licensed broadcast stations in EANS may bring them within the

language of section 1362 as practical matter only those stations which

participate in EBS play substantial role in the civil defense functions as

to be vital and necessary

Therefore in order to effectuate Congressionally enacted policy

and to achieve uniform application of this statute in all judicial districts

investigation or prosecution under 18 1362 should not be under
taken merely on the basis that the broadcast station participates in the

Emergency Action Notification System However where such station

also participates in the Emergency Broadcast System investigation or

prosecution should be undertaken Damage or destruction to partici

pating EBS station is well within the scope of section 1362 and merits

Federal action

When making determination as to the applicability of section 1362

your attention is also directed to several other Federal statutes that

should be considered In those cases involving the use of explosives

Federal violation may exist under sections 841-848 of Title 18 U.S.C
In this regard reference should be made to the Departments guidelines

governing the enforcement of the explosives law which were published as

an appendix to the United States Attorneys Bulletin Vol 19 No
April 16 1971 pages 307-322 In addition consideration should be

given to those statutes such as section 2155 of Title 18 facilities serving

national defense premises or military and naval forces and section 2153

of Title 18 and section 606 of Title 47 which operate in time of war or

in national emergency as declared by the President or by the Congress

Explosives Law Enacted by State of Nebraska

Nebraska has recently enacted new explosives law in large part

adapted from the Model State Explosives Law developed by the Criminal

Division This statute designed to mesh with the new Federal explosives

law should greatly facilitate more effective explosives enforcement in

Nebraska United States Attorney Richard Dier played an important
role in coordinating the development of the State statute in such manner
that it will complement the Federal laws rather than conflict with them
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United States Attorneys who have copies of the Model State Ex
plosives Act and the analysis of the Act as submitted to the Office of

Management and Budget should note that there is clerical error in

sections 3c--e Copies of these sections as corrected can be

obtained by contacting the Weapons and Explosives Control Unit of

the General Crimes Section Ext 2745 Copies of the model Act

and the analysis of the act can also be obtained from that Unit

The adoption of strong explosives laws such as the Nebraska

statute can greatly assist in effectively dealing with the recent

upsurge in bombings in the United States as well as the misuse of

explosives in general

Military Simulator Grenades Destructive

Device Under National Firearms Act

The question has arisen in number of districts whether military

simulator grenades are destructive devices within the meaning of 26

U.S.C 5845f It is the position of the Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms

Division of the Internal Revenue Service and the Criminal Division that

such grenades which generally contain at least 1-1/4 ounce explosive

charge are destructive devices within the meaning of that section The

ATFD will cooperate in providing expert testimony as to the effects of the

detonation of such grenades

Although district court in the Eastern District of Wisconsin

recently ruled that grenade simulators are not destructive devices under

the Act we believe this decision to be in error United States James

Palmer No 7l-CR-7 Wis April 16 1971

It should be noted that all destructive device prosecutions under the

National Firearms Act require prior Criminal Division approval All

inquiries in such cases should be directed to the Weapons and Explosives

Control Unit Ext 2745 and 2675

Criminal Division

Transcripts of Court Proceedings

Many trial attorneys are confused over the differences in rates

which official court reporters are permitted to charge for transcript of

court proceedings When ordering transcript the parties are responsible

for advising the reporter whether they need ordinary daily or other

fast delivery of transcript The reporter then charges accordingly The

following should be kept iti mind when placing orders with the reporters
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Ordinary $1 00 Original 40 each copy Delivery at time other than

expedited

Daily $2 00 Original 5Qc each copy Delivery prior to court opening

the next morning

Expedited Rates fixed by agreement of the parties and expressly approved
by the trial judge

Hourly Rates fixed by agreement between reporter and ordering party or

prescribed by the court

These rates become effective in each District only after receipt in the

Administrative Office of U.S Courts of the certification by the district

court

Periodically new rates approved by the Judicial Conference are

listed in the Attorneyst Bulletin If additional information is desired
please call the Office of Budget and Accounts Ex 3547 Further discussions

concerning miscellaneous rules and limitations on payments for transcript
are contained in U.S Attorneys Manual Title page 133 U.S Attorneys
Bulletins July 1958 page 433 and November 14 1969 page 802

Transcripts of Magistrates Proceedings

These proceedings do not come within the provisions of the court

reporting statute Public Law 90-578 Title III Section 301 provides for

proceedings before Magistrates to be taken down by court reporter
or recorded by suitable sound recording equipment The majority of these

cases will be recorded on recording equipment The following excerpt
from the Regulations of the Director of the Administrative Office of

Courts Governing the Administration of the Magistrates System
dated January 1971 is furnished as guide when transcript of these pro
ceedings is necessary

Sec Fees for Recordings or Transcripts

Fees for duplicate recordings or transcripts shall be required
from counsel in all cases including counsel appointed pursuant to the

provisions of the Criminal Justice Act

No fee shall be charged if recording or transcript is requested

by or on behalf of judge of United States court

No fee shall be charged for recording or transcript which is

filed with the clerk of the district court
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magistrate shall charge the following fees.for duplicate re

cordings and transcripts

recording shall be sold at the rate of 40 cents for each

15 minutes of recording or fraction thereof or if

delivery is required before normal business hours on

the day following the day of recording at the rate of

80 cents for each 15 minutes of recording or fraction

thereof

ii typewritten transcript of recording shall be sold at

the rate of $1.00 for each first copy of page plus 40

cents for each additional copy or if delivery is required

before normal business hours on the day following the

day of recording at the rate of $2 00 for each first

copy of page plus 80 cents for each additional page

iii page of transcript shall consist of 25 lines double-

spaced written on page 8-1/2 by 11 inches in size

prepared for binding on the left side with margins of

1-3/4 inches on the left side and 3/8 inches on the

right side Type shall be 10 letters to the inch

With the approval of the magistrate the cost of the first copy or

recording or transcript and additional copies may be apportioned among

the persons to whom they are furnished

Sec 2.10 Payment of Expenses of Indigents

The Administrative Office will pay the expenses of copy of the

record of proceedings which is made available to defendant who makes

affidavit that he is unable to pay or give security therefor

Prisoners as Witnesses

Prisoners in custody from Federal state or county prisons jails

or penal institutions who are produced as witnesses to testify on behalf

of the Government are not entitled to witness fees See 28 182

and U.S Attorneys Manual Title page 118 Persons on probation or

on personal recognizance bonds do not come within this prohibition

This is not to be confused with the witness who is detained in prison

for want of security during which detention he is entitled to compensation

of $1 00 per day On the days the detained witness is in actual attendance

in court he is entitled to the regular witness fee of $20 per day if the

attendance is certified on Form USA-798
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Expenses of Attendants Accompanying Witnesses

Witnesses may be allowed unusual expenses which are necessary to

their attendance such as ambulances nurses baby sitters traveling ex
penses of parent to accompany minor child-witness etc However such

allowances must be specifically authorized on Form DJ-25 in advance of

the witness attendance if possible If an emergency situation does not

permit time for advance written authorization please call the Office of

Budget Accounts Ext 3547 prior to submission of FormDJ-25

Transportation in such instances is allowed on an actual expense basis

Subpoenas are not to be used for attendants accompanying witnesses It

is suggested that when baby sitting fees are involved that consideration

be given to whether or not the witness can absorb this expense in his

mileage allowance when the mileage far exceeds his actual cost of trans

portation such as travel from coast to coast

State Court Witnesses

Occasionally the U.S Attorney conducts State court proceedings

in which he is protecting Federal interests and in connection therewith

desires witnesses In such instances the witnesses are subpoenaed in

the same manner as in Federal proceeding and paid by the Marshal

at the State court rates If these rates differ from the rates in 28 S.C
1821 the limitation in the appropriation Fees and Expenses of Witnesses

is chargeable pursuant to page 503.40 U.S Marshals Manual

Previous Bulletin Items

It is urged that each Administrative Officer maintain these notes in

ready reference file together with items from the following previous

Bulletins

Vol 13 page 68 2/19/65

Vol 14 page 2/4/66

Vol 14 page 66 2/18/66

Vol 14 18 page 343 9/2/66

Vol 15 page 157 4/14/67

Vol 16 21 page 674 8/30/68

Vol 16 37 page 1130 12/20/68

Retired Government Employees as Expert

Witnesses or as Consultants

The employment of retired Government employees is subject to

Section 13b of the Retirement Act S.C 8344 and to the Dual

Compensation Act contained in 5531 through 5535 Frequently
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the trial attorneys need the sevices of retired Government employees

especially former agents of the FBI IRS SS etc to testify as expert

witnesses such as with respect to accounting data prepared in connection

with the original investigation These witnesses will be qualified on the

stand as experts In such cases the services of the expert witness is

considered to be that of an independent contractor his fee as an expert

witness is not subject to retirement deductions and he is not in violation

of the Dual Compensation Act because he is not to be considered as

holding an office It is our policy to allow an expert witness fee which

does not exceed the daily rate of pay received by the retiree prior to his

retirement The actual dollar value of the retirees previous rate of pay

should be adjusted to provide for subsequent increases in the rate schedules

of the General Schedule For example the $12 174 annual salary of

GS-l2/l who retired in 1968 would currently be equal to $15 040 per annum

Therefore requests for employment of such services should be submitted

in advance on Form DJ-25 in the same manner as prescribed by Depart
ment Memo 478

There are also instances when the trial attorney desires the services

the case but his testimony will be factual The preliminary assistance is

of former investigator as consultant to help him with the preparation of

considered as that of consultant The employment of consultant is

subject to approval of the Personnel Office of the Department

Administrative Division
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ANTITRUST DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Richard McLaren

DISTRICT COURT

SHERMAN ACT

COURT DENIES DEFENDANTS MOTION TO DISMISS AND FOR
SEPARATE TRIAL

United States Atlanta Real Estate Board Ga Civ 14744
May 11 1971 D.J 60-223-29

On April 1971 the defendant filed motion to dismiss the complaint
on the grounds that the court lacked jurisdiction over the subject matter and
that the complaint failed to state claim upon which relief could be granted
or in the alternative for separate trial on the interstate commerce issue

On May 11 1971 Judge Richard Freeman entered an order and
memorandum opinion denying the defendants motion holding that on its face

the complaint stated cause of action Although the court denied the de
fendants motions it pointed out 12that if the activities of the AREB and its

members are found to be local in nature with only incidental activities

crossing state lines Cotillion Club Inc Detroit Real Estate Board
Mich 1964 303 Supp 850 this action should not be sustained in

this court Later in its opinion the court stated t1While the Cotillion case
is persuasive authority there is no indication that it was as factually multi
faceted in interstate commerce as in the instant action3

In denying the defendants motion for separate trial on the juris
dictional issue the court ruled that Rule 42b did not intend the

separation of issues where as in this case ruling on the jurisdictional
issue and the merits of the case are so intertwined Rather the case
should be heard and determined on its merits through regular trial procedure

Staff William Swope and James Landis

Antitrust Division
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CRIMINAL DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Will Wilson

COURTS OF APPEALS

ASSAULT OF FEDERAL OFFICER
18 U.S.C 111

PROOF OF SCIENTER NOT AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT OF THE

OFFENSE

United States Goodwin No 19 489 April 1971

125-62-27

In United States Goodwin the Third Circuit Court of Appeals fol

lowed the views of the Second Fourth Fifth Eighth and Ninth Circuits

that the Government is not required to prove scienter knowledge

that the agents assaulted were Federal officers as an essential ele

ment of the offense under 18 U.S.C 111

The Court concluded that the statute itself contains no words which

would require that person who commits one of the proscribed acts

must do so with knowledge that his victim is Federal officer engaged in

the performance of his official duties and that the legislative history in-

dicates only that Congress intended to create Federal forum for the

enumerated offenses instead of having to rely upon state and local courts

for the protection of Federal officers

The issue of scienter remains relevant in the assertion of mis
take of fact defense where the defendant asserts that he used

reasonable force in resisting arrest where he neither knew nor should

have known that he was being arrested and he reasonably believed he

was being subjected to hostile attack against his person

One other item worth noting was the Courts erroneous conclusion

that as the defendant was charged in one count with all six acts pro
scribed by 18 U.S.C 111 the conviction could be sustained only if the

Court found sufficient evidence of all the acts charged which it did

find

The correct rule is that proof of any one of the acts joined in the

indictment in the conjunctive is sufficient to support verdict of guilty

where the statute groups several related offenses in the disjunctive See

e.g United States Handler 142 Zd 351 353 354 1944
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The Government was represented both at trial and on.appeal by

Assistant United States Attorney Merna Marshall

Staff United States Attorney Louis Bechtle and

Assistant United States Attorney Merna
Marshall Pa

FEDERAL FOOD DRUG AND COSMETIC ACT

21 U.S 33 1k APPLIES TO CORPORATION WHICH DOES NOT
DO BUSINESS IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE BUT WHICH RECEIVES
FOOD COMPONENTS FOR ITS PRODUCTS THROUGH INTERSTATE
COMMERCE

United States Cassaro Inc et al No 7791 May 10

1971 21-36-426

The defendant corporation owned bakery over which Salvatore

Cassaro an individual defendant had overall responsibility rou
tine food and drug inspection showed extensive insect infestation of the

companys machinery and flour used for making bread products The

flour had been shipped from North Dakota to defendants bakery in

Massachusetts Defendants sales of bread and rolls were entirely with

in Massachusetts At trial the defendants were found guilty of violating

the Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act 21 U.S 33 1k

On appeal the defendants contended that they could not have vio
lated Section 331k because their flour was no longer in interstate

commerce at the time it became adulterated In rejecting this conten

tion the First Circuit said The test is not the location of the individ

ual transaction that the Government is seeking to regulate but the overall

purpose of the regulatory scheme Section 33 1k is but one

element of an overall scheme designed to regulate the interstate flow of

goods from the moment of their introduction into interstate commerce
until the moment of their delivery to the ultimate consumer citing

United States Sullivan 332 U.s 689 696 1948 The Court further

stated it was well settled that Congress has the power to control activ

ities which although intrastate in character have such close and

substantial relation to interstate commerce that their control is essential

to protect that commerce from burdens or obstructions

The Court rejected defendants alternative argument that they were

in the business of selling bread and rolls not of holding flour for sale

by stating that Section 33 1k was designed to protect the channels of
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interstate commerce by maintaining the integrity of the-products in

question up to the time of purchase by the ultimate consumer and that

knowledge that bread and rolls have been made with contaminated inter

state flour would depres.s the demand for interstate flour The Court

pointed out that the definition of food under 21 U.s 321f includes

not only articles used for food or drink but also articles used for

components of any such article

The Court also held that flour beetles are filth under 21 U.S.C 342

The statute does not require that the adulteration be proven injurious

to health nor was the Government required to prove that foreign sub
stance was actually found in defendants finished products

Salvatore Cassaro contended that he could not be found guilty in-

dividually because he was out sick at the time the food and drug officer

made his inspection The Court disagreed noting that Salvatore ad
mitted he had full responsibility for operations Quoting from United

States Dotterweich 320 277 284 1943 the Court concluded
The offense is committed by all who responsible

share in the furtherance of the transactions which the statute outlaws

Finally the Court held that the Government was not required to

prove at trial that the defendants were furnished with copy of the

results of the analysis of sample of flour the investigator had obtained

during his inspection pursuant to 21 374d The Court stated

that while they had right to receive copy the Governments failure

to furnish one was relevant only to the extent the defendants ability to

make complete defense was prejudiced thereby and that since the

defendants did not move for its production below the Court could only
conclude either that they had in fact received it or that they had decided

that they did not need it for their defense

Staff United States Attorney Herbert Travers Jr
and Assistant United States Attorney Paul Ware

Mass

-I-
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Shiro Kashiwa

COURTS OF APPEALS

CONDEMNATION

TAYLOR GRAZING ACT FEE LAND MAY BE VALUED AS EN-
HANCED BY PUBLIC DOMAIN LANDS HELD UNDER REVOCABLE
GRAZING PERMIT

United States Fuller 939.62 Acres in Yuma and Mohave Counties
Ariz No 23932 Apr 29 1971 33-3-202-24

The United States condemned 920 out of 1280 acres owned in fee

which was part of ranch operation consisting of about 12 000 acres

leased from the State of Arizona and about 31 500 acres of public domain
held under revocable permit under the Taylor Grazing Act

divided Court of Appeals following United States Jaramillo
190 2d 300 10 1951 sustained the district courts instruction

permitting the jury in determining the compensation owing for the fee

lands taken to consider public domain lands held under permits provid
ing also that the jury consider that the grazing permits might be revoked

at any time without payment of compensation

The dissent stated that United States Rands 389 121 1967
should have barred any consideration of public domain land

The filing of petition for rehearing is being considered

Staff Jacques Gelin Land and Natural Resources Division

MINES AND MINERALS

MINING CLAIMS WEIGHT TO BE GIVEN FACTUAL DETERMINA
TION MADE BY SECRETARY OF INTERIOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Moseley Hickel Minerals Trust Corp Hickel Crawford
Hickel Nos 24696 24706 24707 May 10 1971 90-1-18-839

90-1-18-842 90-1-18-843

The Ninth Circuit in affirming the district courts granting of the

Secretarys motion for summary judgment upheld the Secretarys finding
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that certain mining claims and mill site were invali4. In curiam

opinion the Court stated

The basic issue below was whether the Secretary of

the Interiors findings of fact were correct However in the

absence of fraud the decision of the Secretary on questions

of fact is conclusive if supported by the record

Finding the Secretarys decision to be based on substantial evidence the

Court affirmed This decision which cites as authority 1920 Supreme

Court decision and its own decisions of 1940 and 1965 should be most

helpful in defending against challenges to factual determinations made by

the Secretary of the Interior

Staff George Hyde Land and Natural Resources Division

CONDEMNATION

NO RIGHT TO JURY TRIAL DISCRETION TO APPOINT RULE 71Ah

COMMISSION AND TO ADMIT SALES

Joan Deist et al United States C.A No 24241 May 12

1971 D.J 33-27-205-442

In affirming the district courts acceptance of Rule 71Ah commis

sion report as to the amount of compensation which the landowner was en
titled to due to the imposition of an easement for power transmission

line the Ninth Circuit held that party has no constitutionally

guaranteed right to jury trial in eminent domain proceedings brought to

determine the just compensation to be paid for property taken by the United

States for public use The Court found that there has been no abuse of

discretion in the appointment of the commission

It was also determined that objections made by the landowner to the

admissibility of claimed distress sale and to other sales on grounds

of remoteness in time went to their weight rather than to their admis

sibility and that no error was made in their introduction into evidence

The admissibility of comparable sales was declared to be within the sound

discretion of the trial court

Staff George Hyde Land and Natural Resources Division
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INDIANS JURISDICTION

CONGRESS EXERCISING ITS PLENARY POWER OVER INDIAN

TRIBES MAY VALIDLY AUTHORIZE PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENT
OF TRIBAL CHIEF UNDER FIFTH AND FIFTEENTH AMENDMENTS
INDIAN BILL OF RIGHTS DOES NOT CONFER FEDERAL JURISDICTION

OVER INTERNAL CHALLENGES TO INCUMBENCY OR STRUCTURE OF
TRIBAL OFFICES

Groundhog et al Keeler et al 10 No 34-70 May
1971 D.J 90-2-4-140

Several Cherokee Indians brought an action against the Principal

Chief of the Cherokee Tribe and associate officers certain members of

Cherokee organizations the Secretary of the Interior and the Bureau of

Indian Affairs AreaS Director The complaint generalized grievances over

the conduct and organization of tribal government but essentially sought

the ouster from office of the Cherokee defendants The complaint alleged

that recognition by the Federal defendants of the official capacities of the

cherokee leaders constituted violation of Federal ministerial duties

The action was dismissed for lack of Federal jurisdiction over this kind

of internal dispute within an Indian tribe

The Court of Appeals affirmed the dismissal The Court held that

the 1906 Act authorizing the President to appoint the tribal chief was

clearly within Congress plenary power to legislate with respect to Indians

and that the Fifth and Fifteenth Amendment claims were so lacking in sub
stance as to vitiate Federal-question jurisdiction under 28 U.S 133 1a

The Court held it unnecessary to decide whether jurisdiction existed

to determine the challenge to the Principal Chiefs statutory qualifications

to hold office because the complaints conclusory allegation that the Chief

was not Cherokee did not effectively raise this challenge The Court re
garded compliance with the tribal enrollment requirements set out by

Congress in 1898 30 Stat 502-503 and 1902 32 Stat 720 as the sole

criterion of Cherokee citizenship There was no allegation that either the

Chief or his ancestors had not been enrolled as Cherokees pursuant to

these enrollment statutes or that such statutes were unconstitutional

Finally the Court held that the Indian Bill of Rights 25 U.S
1301-1303 afforded no jurisdictional basis for ouster from office of the

Cherokee defendants or for other remedies arising from the conduct of

any Cherokee or Federal defendant The Court construed this statute as

addressed primarily to tribal administration of justice and to imposition

of tribal penalties and forfeitures not to the specifics of tribal structure

or office-holding Legislative history revealed that the statute was
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narrower than the Constitution and manifested congressional intent to

exclude the suffrage provisions of the Fifteenth Amendment as to selection

of tribal officers certain procedural provisions of the Fifth Sixth and

Seventh Amendments and some facets of the equal protection clause of

the Fourteenth Amendment

After this appeal was argued in September 1970 Congress on

October 22 1970 enacted Public Law 91-495 84 Stat 1091 Under it

the Cherokee Principal Chief will be popularly selected by the Cherokee

Tribe in accordance with procedures established by the officially recog

nized tribal spokesman and/or governing entity Such procedures are

subject to approval by the Secretary of the Interior

Staff Dirk Snel Land and Natural Resources Division

STATE COURT

INDIANS

HUNTING AND FISHING TREATY RIGHTS STATE REGULATION

Michigan Jondreau St Ct Mich No 523191 Apr 1971

This case involved the conviction of full-blooded Chippewa Indian

for illegal possession of four lake trout taken from the Keeweenaw Bay of

Lake Superior The defendant was convicted pursuant to Michigan

statute which prohibits the possession of trout out of season The State

Court of Appeals upheld the conviction The Supreme Court of Michigan

reversed

In reversing the conviction the court overruled People Chosa

252 Mich 154 1930 The court held that under the Supremacy Clause

Article of the Constitution treaty rights are superior to State

law citing Missouri Holland 252 U.S 416 1920 and State Arthur

94 Idaho 251 Idaho 1953 and that the Chippewa Indian Treaty of 1854

gave Indians the right to fish on Keeweenaw Bay unregulated by the State

The court noted that Supreme Court decisions since Chosa tend to

accord full rights to Indians under treaty provisions in reaching this

result

The Department was not involved in the handling of this case but

considers it significant in this area of the law
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TAX DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Johnnie Walters

COURT OF APPEALS

COLLECTION

NINTH CIRCUIT OVERRULING DISTRICT COURT HELD THAT
TAXPAYER WAS NOT ENTITLED TO INJUNCTION ENJOINING SERVICE
FROM COLLECTING BALANCE DUE ON HIS TAX ASSESSMENT ON
GROUND OF DURESS AND FRAUD IN OBTAINING WAIVER OF STATUTE
OF LIMITATIONS DIRECTLY FROM TAXPAYER WHEN SERVICE WAS
AWARE THAT HE WAS REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL AND THAT TAX
PAYERS COUNSEL WAS EXPECTED TO RECOMMEND THAT
WAIVER OF STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS NOT BE EXECUTED BY
TAXPAYER

Randolph Thrower Bertis Miller C.A No 24 616
decided March 23 1971 5-6-242

Plaintiff alleged inter alia that waiver of the statute of limita
tions signed by the taxpayer extending the period for collection of the

balance due on his assessment to December 31 1970 was invalid be-

cause it was obtained by agents of the Internal Revenue Service directly

from the taxpayer by threatening to levy on 100% of his paycheck after

the agents were advised that the taxpayer was represented by counsel

who was expected to recommend that the taxpayer not sign such

waiver Finding the above allegations substantially true the district

court for the District of Alaska enjoined the Service from collecting

the balance due on the assessment and from asserting the legality of

the waiver signed by the taxpayer

On appeal the Ninth Circuit stated that the sole issue on appeal was
whether or not the judicially created exceptions to 26 7421 which
are the case is one in which the Government cannot under the most
liberal interpretation of the law and facts establish its claim and the

existence of equity jurisdiction The Ninth Circuit stated that assuming
arguendo that the charges of fraud are sufficient to call into play the

equitable jurisdiction of the court nevertheless since it was not shown
that the Government had no chance of prevailing on the merits the in
junction must be set aside and the case remanded to the district court
with directions to dismiss the complaint

Staff Issie Jenkins and Clarence Grogan
Tax Division
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DISTRICT COURT

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE ENFORCEMENT OF
SPECIAL AGENT INTERNAL REVENUE SUMMONSES

SUMMONSES FOR PRODUCTION OF TAX RETURN WORK PAPERS

PREPARED BY ACCOUNTANTS FOR AND AT DIRECTION OF TAX
PAYERS ATTORNEYS HAVE BEEN ENFORCED ACCOUNTANTS
WORK PAPERS HAVE BEEN ORDERED PRODUCED WHERE ACCOUNT
ANTS HAVE TRANSFERRED THEM TO TAXPAYERS ATTORNEYS

PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF SUMMONSES

United States Cote and Murphy Minn No 4-70-Civ 510
March 30 1971 D.J 5-39-2088 71-1 USTC 9320

United States Peden WD Ky No 6583 June 24 1970
5-31-1712 26 AFTR 2d 70-5342

In the Cote case the taxpayer who had filed returns for three

years which became the subject of an IRS investigation was given
notice of this investigation he immediately retained lawyer who soon
thereafter hired an accountant to prepare work papers which lead to

the taxpayers filing of amended returns for the years under investiga
tion It was agreed at the inception by the accountant and the attorney
that all work papers were the attorneys property that the accountant

would work at the attorneys office and that the accountant would be

paid by the attorney IRS sought te examine those work papers and to

compare them with data which IRS had developed pertaining to the

original returns See II infra The taxpayers lawyer argued that

since the accountant worked as his agent the attorney-client privilege

applied

The court rejected that argument and set forth the following test

To this Courts thinking it becomes more profitable to inquire as to

what advice was sought by the taxpayers and from whom
there was no evidence that Murphy lawyer asked Cote account

ant to translate technical accounting problems in order to advise his

clients of the legal ramifications Murphy testified that he advised the

taxpayers to file amended returns but it appears that this was the ex
tent of his advice It will be recalled that the work papers in question
were created by Cote not Murphy This court finds that these work

papers were not prepared by Cote to assist Murphy in giving legal
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advice to -his clients Thus the court gave no weight to the -fact that

the accountant worked for and at the request of the attorney and that

the work papers became the attorneys property

In the Peden case an accountant who was retained and paid by

the attorney for taxpayer-corporation prepared that corporations

tax returns and developed work papers in so doing IRS wished to

examine those work papers which it was agreed belonged to the

attorney

The court disallowing the attorneys claim of the attorney-client

privilege ordered production citing Section 6001 of the Internal Revenue

Code of 1954 which requires that each taxpayer maintain such records as

the Secretary deems necessary for an accurate determination of each

taxpayers tax liability This is known as the required records
doctrine It must never be cited when the person to whom the records

belong may make claim of Fifth Amendment privilege The Govern
ments attorney argued in Peden that since corporations are not pro-

tected by the Fifth Amendment and since the work papers were based

on constructed from and pertained to corporate records that they

became necessary and integral part of those records and the fact

that the attorney possessed them should not be allowed to circumvent

the tax investigation In other words the Corporation should not be

allowed to do indirectly through an attorney_client privilege

what it could not do directly

II

Again in the Cote case the ccountant did not admit ownership

to his work papers pertaining to the taxpayers original returns which

he had turned over to the taxpayers attorney seven months prior to the

issuance of summonses by IRS The attorney argued that the Fifth

Amendment applied since he was holding said work papers as an

attorney for the taxpayers

The court noting that the turnover was accomplished after all

parties were aware of the pending IRS investigation determined that

the work papers were still the property of the accountant It stated

that Cotes accountant hurried transfer of his file to the tax

payers recently retained attorney did not result in change of

ownership It did not divest rightful possession either to the taxpayers

or their counsel It was an attempt to straight-arm the Government

investigators which cannot be condoned by this Court The court
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noted that it was not bound by the assertion of the taxpayers their

accountants or their lawyers and noted that uninterrupted possession

of work papers by an accountant is one factor which courts consider

in determining ownership For other cases in this area see

Attorneys Bulletin Vol 19 No dated February 1971 at

pp 70-72

Staff Jeffrey Snow Tax Division


